OUR CREDO

Expert knowledge and dedication for the service of our clients.

The name Nemetschke Huber Koloseus is inextricably linked with
the subject of real estate. Whether you are looking to buy, sell or
develop real estate: 25 years’ experience nationally and internationally
make us your ideal legal partner, even for the most complex real estate
transactions and developments of all magnitudes within Austria as well
as in Central and South-Eastern Europe.
Our clients include large corporations and small to medium-sized
businesses or private individuals. Regardless of the extent of the
commission, quality and loyalty are not just meaningless slogans for us.
They form the basis of our professional credo. For when it comes to
taking care of our clients, we make no compromises. We are always on
hand to provide you with advice and support – even round the clock if
necessary.
The professional expertise of a specialist law firm and a high level of
commitment to each individual client have always been the corner
stones of our success. Our clear objective is to achieve a decisive edge
for our clients. All with outstanding expertise, professionalism and
dedication. That is why our clients value us. A fact we are certainly very
proud of.

OUR NETWORK

A strong international
network of expertise for
your corporate success.

For years now, we have placed great emphasis on developing and
maintaining a sustainable professional network nationally and
internationally. Numerous experienced partner companies and
high-calibre specialists from a variety of different fields help us to
achieve the best possible outcome for each client.
For this reason we maintain excellent relationships with lawyers with
outstanding regional knowledge both in Austria and in numerous
countries in Central and South-Eastern Europe.
Regular work in many different jurisdictions has done much more
than strengthen and expand our own expertise. It has also enabled us
to build long-lasting trusting relationships with local experts in a
wide variety of fields. They help us to consider your mandates not only
from a legal standpoint but also to assess the tasks assigned to us
from all key perspectives.
Our partners include key target groups such as technicians, courtappointed experts and other experts from a variety of specialist fields,
financial service providers, brokers and tax advisors.

Within this strong network of expertise, we act as a central point of
contact for our clients. As an intermediary and coordination point we
ensure that any open issues are clarified and any obstacles are moved
along the path to mutual success. If desired, we can also support our
clients with the funding of their projects.
The scale of a mandate has no impact on the care and attention that
we will devote to it. A comprehensive evaluation is our natural quality
standard. In many cases, consideration of real estate transactions
from a legal standpoint only is wholly inadequate. Often, only a
thorough technical and tax law-related examination can reveal
whether or not real-estate projects will be sustainably profitable. And
we are only happy once we have found the best possible bespoke
solution tailored to each scenario.

OUR SPECIALIST FIELDS

Combined expertise
provides a crucial edge.

Our team consists of excellent lawyers with outstanding expertise
in a variety of specialist fields. They combine their expertise to
develop the best possible solutions individually for each of our clients.

REAL ESTATE LAW
Whether purchasing, developing or selling real estate or properties:
We support you throughout all phases of your project.
In particular, the following feature among our core areas of expertise
n private and commercial portfolio properties as well as real estate
development projects, particularly office and residential properties,
shopping and retail centres and hotels in Austria and in CEE/SEE
n drafting purchase agreements relating to properties
n project development and funding
n renovations of older buildings
n establishing the grounds for residential property ownership
(appraisal and subsequent subdivision of the property)
n developer contracts and condominium agreements
n tenancy agreements, rental contracts, lease agreements and
usage agreements
n easement agreements and supply and disposal contracts
n property transaction law
n brokerage law
n property management agreements
n land register operations

INTERNATIONAL BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION AND
ENGINEERING LAW

RENEWABLE ENERGIES

We provide you with advice relating to

Systems for generating renewable energies have all the hallmarks of
a real estate project. Handling them successfully also requires
specialist know-how however. We support you throughout all phases
of the project, from acquisition of the property through construction of
the plant, to final sale.

n general contractor and project coordinator agreements

In particular, our service portfolio covers

n architect, engineer and general planning agreements
n FS, FEED, EPCM and EPC agreements

n drafting of property purchase agreements and construction
agreements

n FIDIC and CRINE-based contracts

n advice in connection with project management and project funding

n project management and project development agreements

n negotiating with energy suppliers

n joint venture and consortium agreements

n drafting of management and maintenance agreements

In this specialist area in particular, the specific combination of
technical and legal expertise is vital. Our wealth of experience within
these legal fields delivers significant advantages for you.

n collateral security agreements
n supplementary services and claims management
n review and optimisation of partial and final invoices

PUBLIC COMMERCIAL LAW
Issues in the complex area of „public law“ are often key factors for
the success of real estate projects.

LITIGATION & ARBITRATION

We can represent and advise you in the following areas

Naturally we also represent your interests before the courts and
authorities. We will conduct proceedings for you not only in our core
field of real estate but also in all other relevant areas of law,
particularly in

n construction and industrial production plant law

n civil proceedings of any kind

n environmental law, water legislation

n temporary injunctions

n matters relating to citizenship issues

n conciliation proceedings

n representation in administrative authority proceedings and proceedings before the constitutional court or the administrative court

n arbitration proceedings

n protection of historic buildings and monuments
n commercial law
n property transaction law

Our focus is clearly on real estate. Our experts do look at the bigger
picture however and work together when it comes to finding holistic
solutions for the success of our clients.

BUSINESS AND CORPORATE LAW
Our expertise ranges from day-to-day corporate law consulting to
traditional M&A transactions. Particularly in complex undertakings,
you can benefit considerably from our wealth of experience.
Above all, we deal with the following on your behalf
n corporate law
n issues regarding the choice of legal structure
n advice and support for start-up companies
n company foundations and restructuring taking into account
tax law related aspects
n contribution, conversion, merger, demerger and division
n articles of association, syndicate and cooperation agreements
participation agreements
n advising executive boards, managing directors and supervisory
boards
n preparing shareholder meetings
n advice and representation in connection with shareholder
disputes
n commercial register transactions

FOUNDATION LAW AND INHERITANCE LAW

MATRIMONIAL AND FAMILY LAW, GUARDIANSHIP LAW

Whether drawing up a will, succession planning or estate administration. We are your partner for all legal matters relating to asset and
company succession.

We will represent you in all matters of matrimonial and family law and
in any related legal fields.

In particular, our team will assist you with

n Maintenance issues

n securing and receiving family assets

n Custody and visitation terms

n writing wills, inheritance contracts and deeds of donation

n Custody proceedings

n drafting durable powers of attorney for healthcare and living wills

n Accepting custodianship

n Contested/uncontested divorces

n advising heirs, compulsory portion beneficiaries and legatees
n representation in probate proceedings
n set up, maintenance and administration of foundations

MEDIATION

n drafting of foundation documentation

We do not shy away from any legal dispute when it comes to enforcing
our clients’ interests. In many cases however it is more useful to seek
out-of-court solutions. A professionally managed mediation process is
often one of the most suitable alternatives to proceedings before a
judge.

n advising founders, beneficiaries and foundation bodies

CRIMINAL LAW AND COMMERCIAL CRIMINAL LAW
In matters concerning the liability of executive boards and managing
directors, there is an increasing overlap between commercial law and
criminal law. Criminal law aspects are playing an increasingly
important role within the economic sector. An in-depth knowledge of
both legal contexts is therefore a pre-requisite for safeguarding your

n Out-of-court settlement of matrimonial, divorce and maintenance
issues
n Mediation agreements in numerous legal fields, particularly in
tenant and housing matters, matrimonial, divorce and maintenance issues but also in commercial law

interests in the best possible way.
n General criminal law
n Youth criminal proceedings
n Environmental criminal law
n Commercial criminal law

DISTRIBUTION LAW & INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
You can count on our practical support when developing entire
distribution systems. We will also happily draft your cooperation and
license agreements.

THE CEE AND SEE REGION

We turn your commitment
in Eastern Europe
into home turf.

Anyone wanting to be successful in Eastern Europe must know the
markets and regional legal practices intimately. We therefore decided
very early on to consider the CEE and SEE region our home market.
Obviously the same high quality standards apply to our work there as
those in Austria.
A key factor for successful activity within these regions is primarily a
comprehensive knowledge of the local conditions. The ongoing and
trusting collaboration between our Vienna head office and the best
regional partners from various relevant disciplines is one of the main
reasons behind our success in this area.
Our activity with our eastern neighbours is not a one-way street. In
particular, companies from Eastern Europe are deciding more and
more frequently to establish themselves in Austria, either with their
own company or in collaboration with national partners.

Our outstanding local knowledge and excellent network of contacts
nationally and internationally also makes us the ideal partner in these
scenarios.
As with our Vienna parent company, specialisations in all of those
fields of expertise that are typical for NHK can also be found in our
work within the CEE and SEE region: real estate law, trade and
company law, mergers & acquisitions, civil law, litigation and
administrative law.
The cross-border collaboration offers a connection that goes beyond
the purely technical aspects. It is therefore also a passion of ours.
The fact that we are able to look back on numerous successful projects
within the eastern European region is a contributing factor here. Your
commitment in Eastern Europe will therefore become just as much
home turf as your business ventures in Austria.

THE PARTNERS

Experts for your success.

ALFRED NEMETSCHKE

ALEXANDRA B. HUBER

KONRAD KOLOSEUS

considered one of the leading real
estate experts in Austria and CEE/SEE,
advises national and international
clients in the areas of real estate law
and project development and financing.

specialises in commercial law, real
estate law (in the private and commercial sector) with particular focus on
transactional law, project development,
project financing and alternative
energies in Austria and in CEE, corporate
law and commercial criminal law.

has been assisting Austrian and
international clients nationally and
internationally in civil and corporate
law matters focussing on construction
and engineering contract law, real
estate law and inheritance law.
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